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GREECE TO BE DECLARED AS A PROTECTED COUNTRY - A MONUMENT OF
WORLD CULTURAL HERI
Greece, world protected monument

Ilion Greece, 21.12.2022, 09:05 Time

USPA NEWS - It is well known that countless monuments and sites in Greece have been declared by the UN either as protected
monuments of natural beauty or as monuments of cultural heritage. The monuments, either of natural beauty or of cultural significance,
recognized by the UN as protected in Greece are more than any other country! (https://whc.unesco.org)
Therefore, this individual recognition can easily lead to the universal recognition of Greece as a WORLD PROTECTED MONUMENT
OF HUMANITY!

It is well known that countless monuments and sites in Greece have been declared by the UN either as protected monuments of
natural beauty or as monuments of cultural heritage. The monuments, either of natural beauty or of cultural significance, recognized by
the UN as protected in Greece are more than any other country! (https://whc.unesco.org)
Therefore, this individual recognition can easily lead to the universal recognition of Greece as a WORLD PROTECTED MONUMENT
OF HUMANITY!
It is commonly accepted by the global scientific-intellectual community, as well as ordinary people, that Greece is not only the
foundation stone but also a continuous nourishment of the modern so-called Civilization.
It is also known that lately, once again over the centuries, Greece has found itself in the crosshairs of cheeky – lenient – scoundrels
who clearly do not represent the general point of view of their people.
How long will this savage, inhumane aggression against a country, Greece, that consistently benefits humanity, without turning against
NEUTRALITY, last? Why such sacrilege-( ALL MUSEUMS around the world are full of stolen archaeological Greek masterpieces)
against the people who commit the... offense of benefiting and caring for everyone on Earth? And the irony is that ALL people
recognize this unprecedented offer!

How far will it go, how long will this perpetual in history, unique looting of cultural and mineral treasures, of this unique benefactor of
mankind, the Greeks, last?

An investigation of the dispositions of diplomats, posing the following innocent question to diplomats from 50 countries represented in
Athens!
--How would you see the proclamation by the UN of Greece as a protected country-monument, World Cultural Heritage? And so, no
one should insult but respect the country?
50 embassies were investigated in Athens and 96 of their diplomats. This is in order to check the general moods of the foreign
diplomatic factor.
The results of this poll-survey, which emerged are as follows..
1) 92% of diplomats say they are in favor of this version of Greece becoming a Protected World Heritage Site!
2)4% are skeptical …"It takes thought to do it" they said.
3) 3% they refused to answer.
4) 1% declared themselves vertically negative (because such things are not done in our days).
My research collaborators and I in the conversations we had, are opposed to Switzerland's argument. How and for what reason
Switzerland is informally protected and remains in the untouchable, enjoying stability?
Thus, why not Greece be recognized -even informally- as the supreme Monument of Identity of European Western Civilization?
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